
Components:
1) 3 Rolls of 72" Rawhide lacing
2) 2oz. Bottle Of Conditioning Oil
3) U-Wire Needle (laces the glove)
4) Wooden Handle Leather Punch (makes hole in lace)
5) Wooden Handle Lacing Tool (makes hole bigger in glove and 
 can also lace glove)
6) Brush (cleans glove)
7) Hand Mitt (use to rub oil into glove)
8) Carry Bag

Instructions for lacing
A) Punch hole at end of rawhide lace with Wooden Handle
 Leather Punch (Part 4). 

glove oil

2.0 OZ.

B) Place U-Wire Needle (Part 3)  through rawhide lace where hole is 
punched.

C) Review carefully how the glove is laced and knotted in the
section to be repaired.

D) Starting at the knot of the section to be replaced, untie the
knot and remove a small portion of the old lace.  Start relacing the glove by 
following the path of the old lace.  When you meet the old lace again repeat the 
process.   Continue in this manner until you reach the end of the old lace.  
Remove needle from lace and tie ends as was originally knotted.

Notes:   Be sure while lacing, that the lacing does not become twisted.  Also leave 
enough lace at the beginning and end of the process to re-knot the new lace when 
finished.

CAUTION:
Always lace the glove with the needle pointing away from you, keeping
the needle away from your face and body.  Never pull the needle towards
your body or your face.
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ITEM #1569
DR. GLOVE CONDITIONING,
LACING AND RELACING KIT

Franklin Sports Inc.
Stoughton, MA  02072
Made in China

For replacement parts call
1-781-341-5178 or 1-800-225-8649
OR visit www.franklinsports.com

Directions for applying glove oil:
Shake well.  Wipe glove clean with hot, damp towel then let dry.  Work a
generous amount of oil into front and back of glove with hand mitt and 
let dry.  Excess oil can be wiped off with a towel.  Apply second application 
in palm of glove and,  while wet,  form pocket by playing catch.  

Store a ball in the glove pocket to maintain shape when not in use.

Reapply oil as needed.


